
Machine

Search Index

Search Engine

Learner

Timesheet System

Employee Profiles

New Hire Resumes
all resumes for experienced hires

External Websites

Retired
Partners

Former
Partners

Intranet 200+ Tax Topic Features

Machine Model Types

Talentfinder Direct Access

Virtual or In-Person

Terms/phrases that describe each topic

only used for ABC employees

Industry Expertise Features
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all major and minor industry classes

Location Specific Features
state/local expertise, offshore, etc...

Metadata Features
college, job hopping, time employed, etc...

Optional: Core Competencies
teamwork, leader, sales-oriented, etc...

Emails

client & type of project
from every charge code
connect to employee id

use when available
not all submit

single click to copy LinkedIn profile

extract by employee name
read content for expertise

mine and parse external data for machine model
only ask for “opt-in” once opportunity identified

more incentive to say yes, real opportunity

184K tax-in-title resumes
814K accounting degrees
347K tax-in-title resumes

every client
every project

billing partner

map charge code
to engagement

today’s employee is tomorrow’s expert, waiting to be called upon
all tax employees, even departures, are mined for feature extraction

map project to tax area; map client to industry

extract expertise
keywords/concepts
from email streams

ABC email servers email access is completely off limits

the best tax minds in the U.S. and world

On-demand, real-time, tax experts in a single database

feature extractor only records:
     employee id/name
     area of expertise (IRS, energy, transfer pricing, etc)
     degree of that expertise (scale of 1 to 4)

fraud detection server
focal feature extractor installed

data flows only one way
no emails are read or collected
no phrases/sentences passed through firewall
only feature matches are passed to talent finder

independence not an issue
vendor hires and bills client

on-demand tax experts for hire

revenue adds up
ABC gets percent of every hour

focus should be on short-term, few hours
of high quality, senior level expertise

(can also offer some staff augmentation)

only ask for ‘opt in’ after you find opportunity

client/company seeking expert
knows it’s provided by a vendor

vendor hires/fires
application

background check
billing

collections
paying expert

(gets bigger piece of revenue)
opportunity for ABC to fill the need
add team member to engagement team

employee dossiers (current /former)
every capability captured as feature
all features are numerical (including bands)

degree of tax/subject expertise
specialization level
search string in content

as with all new tax products
try and start with internal audience
work out kinks, improve offering

Model Outputs ABC value-add is sourcing
and qualifying the experts

Talentfinder usage will influence
ABC Tax business/staff planning

CPE/Lifelong
Learning for
every expert in 
the network

lifelong learners, incented to specialize
less focus on long-term employment, engaged as needed

internal ABC-expert finder
close to “shark tank” idea

partner only access to start
incented to fill expert needs 
ABC with partners/staff

access to top tax talent (U.S. and global)
for every client and major company ABC vets the person, not the advice

ABC intermediary for person only
Taking advice is up to each tax client

first test to pass -- do you know tax accounting
additional models grade you on industry expertise
additional models grade you on specific topics

for example, you are an energy company
and are applying for a sales tax refund

expert finding already very
popular with law firms

searching for expert witnesses

ABC can be copied on all searches
but companies will not like the hard sell

use search logs only to improve offerings

identify tax expert
identify sales tax expert
identify energy expert
need partner-level expertise
high rate per hour - expert testimony

non-ABC clients can access talent finder (directly)
can hire experts through vendor with no ABC involvement
ABC still gets a percentage of every hour billed for sourcing expert

use of talent finder is free
ABC, like a Facebook, benefits from data collected/analyzed

short-term engagements only
less than 10 hours per week, 3-4 weeks

enter any search string looking for an expert
filter specialization level (seniority)
will also search for phrase in content (except emails)

expert pay vendor ABC

support vector machine
decision tree

decision jungle/forest
bayes point machine
averaged perceptron

neural network

recommend starting with 1 & 0
can be degree of capability (1-4)

partner/principle/director = D
manager = C

senior associate = B
associate = A

model removes anyone
who does not have tax skills

has tax skills = 1
does not have tax skills = 0

name and 1- 4 only

has tax skills = 1
does not have tax skills = 0

Mary/Tom may have worked at 
law firm or collection agency, etc.

start the model with only
experts and non-experts
that are known to all

once model is built, it will
identify new experts for
ABC talent finder

hundreds of features

can be set by number of phrases (threshold) present in content

label preset

50% used for training set
50% used for testing model

ABC Tax Expertise

Revenue Generation

Client Service

Business Development

Staffing Vendor

ABC Partner/Staff

Rate per hour for Expert

Social Media

ABC Alumni Network

Tax Resumes

LinkedIn

Indeed.com

Etc...

Facebook

Careerbuilder
Monster

6 Figure Jobs

Quora Forums
Etc...

Google Scholar

Academics

Financials System

ABC tax employees all expected to be a 1
employees cannot be used as training set

ABC is a clearinghouse/intermediary for finding/validating expertise
This is a very valuable service - staffing companies don’t understand tax, client don’t have reach
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asset 
transfers

stock 
compensa on

foreign 
account tax

bad debt 
refunds

sales tax 
refunds

transfer 
pricing LABEL

Jane 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
Tom 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Fred 0 0 1 0 0 1 1
Mary 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
Diane 1 0 0 0 0 1 1

phase one
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ABC HR monitors machine models
best experts are hired by ABC

system monitors partner usage
emails new hire recommendations

does not wait for job opening
runs 24/7 identifying Top 1% talent

Recruiting

ABC Tax Talentfinder

REMOVE COMPETITORS


